CARTA Strategy Meeting
April 30, 2018

Agenda

10:00 - 10:15 AM  Welcoming  Ye. Yesha, CARTA Director
K. Steiner, VP Research
K. Bowman, COEIT Dean
A. Joshi, CSEE Chair
A. Gangopadhyay, IS Chair


10:30 -11:00        CARTA Vision, Planning Issues  Ye. Yesha

11:00 -11:30        Industry Issues/Perspectives M. Craft, NG-Panel

11:30 – 12:00      Federal Issues/Perspectives         D. Duffy, NASA-Panel

12:00 – 1:00  Lunch

1:00 - 1:10   NCSU Site Plans   R. Chirkova, Site Director
1:10 – 1:20   Rutgers NB Site Plans  D. Metaxis, Site Director
1:20 – 1:30   Rutgers NK Site Plans             V. Atluri, Acting Site Director
1:30 – 1:40  UMBC Site Plans   K. Joshi, Site Director
1:40 – 1:50  Tel Aviv Univ Site Plans   M. Marcus, Site Director
1:50 – 2:00  IUCRC Experiences   R. Rodriguez, NSF Prog. Mgr
2:00 – 2:30  Discussions   C. Scott, NSF Evaluator
2:30 – 3:00 PM  Summary/Recommendations   C. Scott, NSF Evaluator

3:00 -5:00  Dean's Reception